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Introduction

At present, any successfully working organization has in
its staff a part of employees, who possess both considerable
theoretical knowledge and wide practical experience in the fi�
elds of their activity. Participating in one or another business�
process of an organization they are also involved into the pro�
cess of accumulation, search and exchange of knowledge, a
considerable part of which is the implicit knowledge. These
very employees of a company represent the most valuable as�
set of the company, which should be efficiently managed [1,
2]. In the given paper it is proposed to improve the manage�
ment of hidden organization knowledge by means of develo�
ping and using specialists’ models, experts, first of all, within
the bounds of knowledge control system (KCS) and processes
of their construction by carrying out qualifed audit. The spe�
cialists’ models and their simulation are the key elements in
hidden knowledge management, but they may also be used in
the other fields, for example, in human resource management
of searching for specialists with required experience.

Experts of an organization

In a successful organization there is a considerable
part of employees possessing theoretical knowledge and
practical experience. All of them are refered to the cate�

gory of skilled specialists; possess a certain formal status
in the hierarchy of business management, take part in
forming company development strategy, analysis of pro�
blem situations, reasoning and decision making.

It is natural that being participants of corresponding
business�processes they are involved into the processes
of knowledge search and accumulation, exchange, new
ideas generation and so on. However, their involvement
into knowledge processes is not determined so much by
specialist formal status as by the fact to what extent the
organization and its staff appreciate scope of knowledge
and experience of this specialist, his amplitude, depth of
theoretical knowledge and thought standards. Such spe�
cialists are more often than others got involved in the
analysis of problem situations, strategies development
and alternatives estimation, generalization and popula�
rization of best practices, and namely such specialists
are accepted to refer to the category of experts.

Expert may be determined as [3] a skilled specialist, who
has a large scope of knowledge, useful for organization, can
create efficiently new knowledge in the process of scientific
and/or practical experience and uses this knowledge in his
practical activity. He is widely appreciated as a reliable sour�
ce of knowledge and skill, whose ratings are accepted by the
organization or their colleagues as competent and important. 
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It is clear that the number of experts in the organiza�
tion is substantially less than total amount of skilled spe�
cialists. It is necessary to improve working efficiency of
experts, approach to them as to the most valuable com�
pany resource. Besides motivating factors, there is also a
number of impediments to efficient using of experts. Ex�
perts, as a rule, are employees not free from other syste�
matic work. In such cases expert employment may be an
impediment to his desire or obligation to carry out an
examination or consultations. Expert may have suspi�
cion and fear that there is no necessity in him like in skil�
led employee, as soon as his knowledge and experience
have become common asset. Expert may lose his desire
to communicate, if the process of communication is
complicated (business trips, writing of capacious reports
and instructions etc.) or communication environment is
not provided with modern information technologies.

Experts of a company are quite valuable and effici�
ent recourse of knowledge creation, detection and spre�
ading which should be efficiently used to improve orga�
nization activity.

To increase the efficiency of experts use, the descrip�
tions of their competence should be written and entered
into knowledge bases, which should be available for se�
arch systems. It is quite desirable initially to differentiate
expert from total amount of skilled employees on the ba�
sis of a certain procedure (investigation) and give him a
definite status. So that expert shares his knowledge in the
process of examinations and/or consultations, his intel�
lectual efforts should be rewarded morally and financial�
ly and supported with modern information technologies.

At present, two ways of creation and supporting ex�
perts’ profiles may be recognised: by means of investiga�
tion (qualifying organization audit) and by tracking
their work in knowledge control system (what docu�
ments he worked with and how, communication).

Model of specialists and experts 

To increase the efficiency of experts working in KCS
using information technologies their formal description
in the form of specialist (an employee with knowledge)
model is required. Model of a specialist (expert) is a valid
set of interrelated properties of a specialist, which can be
formally described and used for supporting efficient
work with hidden knowledge. Simulation of a specialist
(expert) is a process, the aim of which is construction
and maintenance of their models, for supporting effici�
ent working with that knowledge which they possess.

The model of a specialist may be realized in different
ways. One of the ways of such model construction is its
description using ontological organization model and
fields of its knowledge, which contains a set of notions,
interconnection between them and have a formal pres�
entation [3]. In this case, the model of a specialist re�
presents a set of context and content metadata
МС={Мcontext,Мcontent,B}, where Мcontext is context metada�
ta of specialist description; Мcontent is content metadata,
describing specialist competence in various fields of or�
ganization knowledge; and B is the characteristic of spe�
cialist behavior in KCS of an organization.

Context metadata of a specialist includes such cha�
racteristics as:

• identification (name, surname, patronymic, photo,
date of birth, place of employment, login, password);

• contact information (postal and e�mail address, ad�
dress of a personal Web�page, telephone numbers);

• education (diplomas, certificates etc.);

• professional achievements (places in contests, letter
of commendation, medals etc.).

Content metadata (description of competence) of a
specialist Мcontent={Кo,Kс} represent indicators of specia�
list competence in knowledge fields of organization (Ко)
in aggregate with a set of semantic descriptions on the
basis of ontologies of subject fields (Кs).

Specialists’ competence in knowledge fields of organi�
zation is described in the following way
Ко={(O1,k1),...,(On,kn)}, where Oi is knowledge field, i and
ki is a level of specialist competence in this knowledge field.

Semantic descriptions of a specialist Кs are specified
in the form of semantic metadata set, which may be de�
fined as finite set of ordered pairs (cij,kij):
MD(si)={(ci1,ki1), ...,(cin,kin)}, where cin∈C is the notion
of ontology, relating to the object of description si,
kin(0,1] is the coefficient, indicating relevance of cin no�
tion to object si.

Specialist behavior in KCS is the notion, which
describes some characteristics of specialist interaction
with knowledge control system. Specialist behavior in
KCS is suggested to be described by two parameters
B={Та,Lа}, where Та is the type of activity, fixing the
kind of activity, which corresponds to a concrete specia�
list. Possible values of this indicator are: reader, writer,
or observer, and Lа is the level of fixed activity of a spe�
cialist. Possible values of this parameter are – very acti�
ve, active and inactive [2].

With the help of «Specialist behavior in KCS» indica�
tor based on accumulated characteristics of knowledge
exchange, the system tends to fix the character and level of
his participation in the process of knowledge exchange.

The description of a concrete specialist according to
the given model is called specialist’s profile (metadata
describing a specialist). Using a similar way of specialists
competence description allows solving the problems of
their search with a use of formal methods of defining
meta descriptions semantic proximity. The example of
calculation method of semantic proximity degree of
such descriptions is presented in [3].

Construction of experts’ profiles

Detection of experts and determination of specia�
lists’ competence degree of an organization is rather a
difficult task. Probably, it is necessary to use as experts
those employees, whose judgments and experience, to a
large extent, can help to make an efficient decisions.
The problem is in finding and describing such specia�
lists. At present, there are not any known techniques of
detecting experts, who provides the success of an exami�
nation or user consultation.
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In various papers [1, 2] self�appraisal and mutual
appraisal of specialists competence methods are propo�
sed to be used. On the one hand, who may know specia�
list abilities better than he himself? On the other hand,
at competence self�appraisal, it is impossible to except
the fact that it is sooner a degree of specialist self�assu�
rance that is estimated than his real competence.

Using the method of mutual appraisal, besides a pos�
sibility of displaying personality and group sympathies
and antipathies, lack of information of specialists about
each other’s abilities plays role. In up�to�date conditions
only specialists, working together for a long time, have
rather good acquaintance with works and abilities of each
other. However, there is a certain risk here, as mutual ap�
praisal in this case implements on the basis of strong co�
incidence of the opinions, knowledge and experience.

For reduction of appraisals of competence level by
the method of self�appraisal and mutual appraisal, the
following calculation formula may be used:

where j is the field of knowledge, j=
⎯
1,n; n is the number

of knowledge fields; i is the number of a specialist,
i=
⎯
1,mj

⎯
; mj is the number of «challengers» for expert sta�

tus in j knowledge field; Kij is the complex appraisal of
competence level; Sij is the value of specialist self�appra�
isal; Lij is the number of employees giving their voices for
i «challenger»; Ej is the maximal number of employees,
giving their voices for some kind of «challenger»; RS is
the interval of self�appraisal scale (in the carried out in�
vestigations is taken equal to 3).

Specialist’s efficient participation in previous exami�
nations may be also taken into consideration at specialist
selection as an expert. Therefore, it is sensible in knowled�
ge control system to have instruments, allowing the con�
sumers to evaluate experts work in the form of grading af�
ter the examinations, consultations etc. It is sensible to
store such information in the journal of system working.

The method of «snowball» is of a certain interest for
experts detection. In this method every specialist, taking
part in a survey, gives some surnames of those specia�
lists, who can be stated as experts in the given subject ar�
ea. Probably, some of these surnames were found before
in this survey and some of them are new. After that new
specialists, who have been pointed by the previous sur�
vey participants, are questioned. The process of list ex�
pansion stops when new surnames are not found any
more. As a result of this procedure, may be rather large,
but nevertheless final list of probable experts is obtained.

Use of models and profiles of specialists 

As a result of the analysis of functions and properti�
es of specialists model 4 main tasks, in which specialist’s
model and specialists’ simulating may be useful for KCS
functionality improvement, may be singled out: suppor�
ting of experts work; search for specialists experience;
personalization of KCS services; supporting of network
communication and cooperation.

On the basis of fields of competence and specialists’
interests, some specialists are informed about new assets
of knowledge suitable for them, available in the system,
or about different changes which have occurred in the
ontology of subject field. The task of KCS is to inform
specialists about new proposals of various forms of
knowledge exchange in time. Knowledge distribution
may be performed in two main forms:

• base on a subscription (for example, in the form of
news electron letters mailing);

• by means of personalized approach, based on de�
mands and mailings (push/pull approach).

Some variants of such systems construction are:

• users signaling about correction of specific docu�
ments;

• messages specially posted into mailing pages or fo�
rums;

• signaling of all specialists concerned with some sub�
jects about all new events and all documents, which
appear in the given field.

Specialists’ metadata included in their competence
description allow searching for employees, who have the
experience, skills connected with formal or informal
training or work history. The explicit entry of competen�
ce, skills and interests fields of specialists allows solving
such tasks as experts and practical experience searching;
obtaining data about other interest fields and specialists
competence.

Semantic descriptions of specialist competence ex�
pand the possibilities of logical entry and automatic da�
ta processing. Services of search and integration of data,
information and knowledge may be based on their se�
mantic descriptions. Such semantic structure allows or�
ganizing the interaction between various program sub�
systems. Specialist’s model is connected with the no�
tions of ontology of subject field through the properties
of various notions, such as: «work_at», «work_on»,
«connected_with», that allows carrying out further infe�
rences.

For example, if the notions «Specialist», «Project»
and «Subject» are connected by RDF statements [4]:
(Specialist, work_on, Project) and (Project, connec�
ted_with, Subject), from the available facts that «Ivanov
works_on Project «Automation»», and the range of pro�
perty meanings «work_on» is limited by the notion
«Project» and project «Automation» described as a work
connected with: Inspectors, Sensors, Electric drives
(that may be described in the form of statements (tri�
plets) on RDF language: (Ivanov, work_on, Automati�
on); (Automation, connected_with, inspectors); (Auto�
mation, connected_with, sensors); (Automation, con�
nected _with, electric drives)), that on the basis of the
analysis of this knowledge base and profile of specialist
Ivanov the logical conclusion about Ivanov’s working
experience with Inspectors, Sensors or Electric drives in
the field of Automation may be made. Thus, the system
may make a conclusion about Ivanov’s probable com�
petence without demands to Ivanov to refresh obviously
his parameters by existing experience.

,ij
ij ij S

j
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Conclusion
Specialist model construction is one of the most im�

portant stages of KCS construction, as the existence of
such model, and also its support in actual condition allow
solving the problems of knowledge and experience search

in the organization, KCS personalization to specific user
requirements and specialists grouping into interests com�
munity. Thereby, users simulation allows improving the
process of collection and distribution of explicit and hid�
den knowledge from organization employees.
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Technological advance in industry development and
investigations in scientific field have set a problem of
creation automatic control systems of extremely high
accuracy and minimal complexity. Such automatic sy�
stems should search out the conditions of high�perfor�
mance behavior for technological and production pro�
cesses in the given conditions of system operation with�
out operator’s control. The systems meeting this requi�
rement were called adaptive or self�adjusting.

One of significant peculiarities of applying the maj�
ority of adaptation techniques in practice is unsuitabili�
ty for control of some technological processes (TP), as
the sources of inner uncontrolled random disturbance
may exist in the object itself. It makes control object
(CO) stochastic and involves the necessity of constant
control in control process of its current state and on�li�
ne correction of generic parameters or control action.

The suggested technique of adaptive control system
construction (AdCS) is based on using active frequency
methods of objects identification. Frequency methods
application allows for interference protection of algo�
rithm as well as an active experiment at the operating
(working in normal operating conditions) system in
terms of minimization of interference into its work.
Block diagram of suggested adaptive system is presented
in Fig. 1: where BHA is the block of harmonic analysis;
FG1 and FG2 are the frequency packet generators; К1, К2

are the controlled keys; β–={КП,ТИ,ТД} is the vector of

regulator generic parameters; k
–

={Am1...Amn;f1...fn} is the
vector of amplitudes and frequencies of harmonics (for�
ming trial testing signal); α–={Am*

1...Am*
n;ϕ1...ϕn} are the

results of BHA operating in the form of vector, repres�
enting the combination of amplitudes and phases, sin�
gled out in harmonic signal, on frequencies (f1...fn) of the
trial testing signals; g is the setting (master control); ε is
the error (error signal); y is the control action; x is the
output signal; xfs is the feedback signal; Ut is the trial
identifying signal; Ut

* is the signal of compensation.

In structure organization of adaptive system three
levels of hierarchy in its functioning are clearly singled
out, and namely:

• the 1st level includes the main circuit of the system
and consists of adjustable proportional integro�dif�
ferential regulator (PID�regulator), CO, two con�
trolled keys K1 and K2 and three adders;

• the 2d level, the adaptation circuit, contains two pro�
grammed signals generators, FG1 and FG2, BHA
and block «Analyzer»;

• the3d level consists of coordination and control
block, realizing general control over the processes of
adaptation, identification and control as well as ela�
borates AdCS behavior at contingencies, for exam�
ple instability.

Self�adjustment (adaptation) circuit is functioning
in the following way: FG1 generator forms the trial sig�
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